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1. Introduction
In this paper, we determine the infinitesimal deformations of an Einstein-
Hermitian structure of a homogeneous vector bundle in several cases. In
particular, we get the tangent space at the homogeneous structure of the
moduli space of Einstein-Hermitian structures as the representation space of a
compact Lie group.
A compact simply connected homogeneous Kahler manifold is called a
Kdhler C-space. Such a manifold can be written as G/K where G is a compact
semisimple Lie group and K is the centralizer of a toral subgroup of G ([10]).
Let Gc be the complexification of G and Kc the complexification of K in Gc'.
We denote by L the parabolic subgroup of Gc which contains Kc. G/K is
diffeomorphic to Gc/L. Thus G/K admits a holomorphic structure from the
holomorphic structure of Gc/L. Moreover it admits a G-invariant Kahler
metric.
Let (p, V) be a complex representation of K. Then (p, V) can be extended
to a holomorphic representation (pL, V) of L. The homogeneous vector bundle
Ep = GXpV is isomorphic to the homogeneous holomorphic vector bundle
EPL―GCXPLV as C°°-vectorbundles. Thus the homogeneous vector bundle Ep
has a natural holomorphic structure from the holomorphic structure of EPL
([3]). Moreover if (p, V) is irreducible, then Ep has a unique G-invariant
Einstein-Hermitian structure up to a homothety ([8]).
An irreducible complex representation (p, V) is determined by the highest
weight. Then a homogeneous vector bundle Ep is determined by the highest
weight of (p, V), if (p, V) is irreducible. It is natural to ask how we describe
the deformations of the holomorphic structure and the Einstein-Hermitian
structure by the highest weight. Also we ask how we describe moduli spaces
of holomorphic structures and Einstein-Hermitian structures by the highest
weight.
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In the deformation theory of complex structures of complex manifolds,
the complex structure of a Kahler C-space is locally stable ([3]). But the
holomorphic structure of a homogeneous vector bundle generally is not locally
stable. Here the local stabilitymeans that any deformation space is trivial.
So there is a problem to find sufficientconditions for the local stabilityof the
holomorphic structure of a homogeneous vector bundle.
Let End(Ep) be the endomorphism bundle of Ep and %l(Ep) the subbundle
of End(Ep) which consists of trace free endomorphisms. It is well known that
the Dolbeault cohomology group H°'＼G/K, End(Ep)) is the tangent space of the
moduli space of holomorphic structures if H0-＼G/K, §l(Ep))=H°-2(G/K, Sl(Ep))
―{0}. The moduli space of Einstein-Hermitian structures is an open subset of
the moduli space of holomorphic structures. Under the same conditions,
H°'1(G/K, End(Ep)) is also the tangent space of the moduli space of Einstein-
Hermitian structures ([7], [6] and [9]). So we think that it is important to
compute these cohomologies for our problems.
In this paper, for a first step of problems above we investigate Kahler
C-spaces G/K with rankG=2. In §2 we shall review a construction of Kahler
C-spaces and some properties of vector bundles over them. We shall state our
resultsin §3 and prove them in §4. Our main results are Theorems 4, 5 and
Corollary 6. In the case of rank G―2, we compute HO>P(G/K, End(Ep)) and
H°'P(G/K, SL(EP)) from the highest weight of (p, V) (Theorems 4 and 5). Then
we get dimension of the moduli space of Einstein-Hermitian structures of a
homogeneous vector bundle in several cases (Corollary 6). The following
theorem is an immediate consequence of these results.
Theorem 1. Let G/K be a Kahler C-space where G is of type A2 or B2.
Let {E, h) be an irreducible Einstein-Hermitian homogeneous vector bundle over
G/K with rank E = r. Then the dimension of the moduli space of irreducible
Einstein-Hermitian structures of E is as follows:
(1) // G is of type A2 or B2 and if K is a maximal torus, then the dimen-
sion of the moduli space is 0.
(2) // G/ K^SU(3)/S(U(1)XU(2)) = P2C, then the dimension of the moduli
spoce is
T2(2fc
+ l)(fc+2)(fc-l).
Z k=i
(3) // G/K^Sp(2)/(U(l)xSp(l))^P3C, then the dimension of the moduli
space is
^S(2H3)(2H1P-1)
6 *=i
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(4) // G/K=zSO(5)/(U(l)xSO(3))^Qa(C), then the dimension of the moduli
1 r-1
2
S(2fc-l)(fc+2)(fc-l).
The author would like to express his gratitude to Professor Mitsuhiro Itoh
and Professor Hiroyuki Tasaki for their valuable advices and encouragement.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we review a construction of Kahler C-spaces and some
properties of homogeneous bundles over them. We refer the reader to the
books [1] and [5] for the representation theory of compact Lie group.
Following Wang ([10]), we call a compact simply connected homogeneous
Kahler manifold a Kahler C-space. A vector bundle E over a homogeneous
space G/K is said to be homogeneous if it is associated to the principal Zf-bundle
G^G/K.
Let G be a compact simply connected semisimple Lie group. Let To be a
toral subgroup of G and K the centralizerof To in G. Then G/K is a compact
simply connected homogeneous manifold. Let T be a maximal torus of G which
contains To. Then T is contained in K and we put /=dim T. We denote by
A the set of nonzero roots of G relative to T. Let 11= {au az, ■･■,at} be a
fundamental system of A. We may assume that IT is the system of simple
roots of A for a suitable order of the Lie algebra of T. In this order, we
denote the set of positive roots by A+. Let Ani be the set of nonzero roots of
K relative to T and i71={ail, aiv ■■■, air) the subset of U which generates
A^. If we denote the set of positive roots of Ani by Ahlf then we have
Let Gc and Kc be complexifications of G and K, respectively. Let L be
the parabolic subgroup of Gc such that its Lie algebra is generated by the Lie
algebra of Kc and {Ea; aeA+＼A^x}. Here Ea denotes the root vector of
a&A. Then we see
G/Ks*Gc/L
as C°°-manifolds.So G/K is a homogeneous complex manifold by this holo-
morphic structure. Moreover it has a G-invariant Kahler metric ([2]). Thus
we get a Kahler C-space G/K. Conversely every Kahler C-space can be
described as above. Also we can construct the Kahler C-space from a pair
(77, 770, where IT is a fundamental system of roots and TI1 is a subset of U
mOI and F21I
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Let (p, V) be an irreducible finitedimensional complex representation of K
with highest weight p. We denote by {xtfi,vf2,･･･,^i＼ the system of funda-
mental weights of 17. Then the highest weight p of (p, V) can be written as
follows:
p = 71^-1+712^2+ ■■■+UiWi,
where nu n2, ･･･, nt are integers and if a^IIi then n^O.
In this case we can uniquely extend {p, V) to a holomorphic representation
(pL, V) of L ([3]). We put
EP=GXPV,
EPL=GCXPLV.
Then
^ P―1^PL
as C°°-vectorbundles. We regard Ep as a holomorphic vector bundle by the
isomorphism above unless otherwise stated. Also if (p, V) is irreducible, there
is a unique G-invariant Hermitian structure h up to a homothety and (Ep, h)
is an irreducible Einstein-Hermitian vector bundle ([8]). Therefore we consider
Ep as an irreducible Einstein-Hermitian vector bundle if (p, V) is irreducible.
For more detailsabout an Einstein-Hermitian vector bundle, we refer the reader
to [7].
By End(Ep) we denote the endomorphism bundle of Ep. Let %i{Ep) be the
subbundle of Ep which consists of trace free endomorphisms. By definition of
End(£,,)and §!(£,),
(1) End(£,)sGX,3,,End(F),
(2) SI(E,)sGxP8,.SIG0,
where End(F) is the linear space of endomorphisms and §l(V) is the subspace
of End(F) consisting of trace free endomorphisms. Thus
(3) End(F)=V(g)F*,
where F* is the dual space of V. And K acts End(F) by the tensor product
representation (p(&p*, F(g)F*) where (p*, F*) is the dual representation of
(jO,F). By the way $l(E) is invariant by K. Thus K acts §I(F) via the action
for End(F).
Finally we denote the Dolbeault cohomology groups of End(Ep) and %l(Ep)
by H*'*(G/K, End(p)) and Hp-%G/K, 3l(£,)),respectively. We set
h*-*(End(Ep))=dimH*-%G/K,End(Ep))t
h^WiE J)=dim H*-*(G/K, sl(Eo)).
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3. Main Results
We continue with the notation and the situationin §2. Let G/K be a
Kahler C-space where G is a compact simply connected semisimple Lie group
and K is the centralizerof a toralsubgroup of G.
Lemma 2. Let (p, V) be an irreducible complex representation of K. Then
the restrictionof (p<S)p*, V<S)V*) to the center of K is trivial.
Proof. Let ZK be the center of K and K' the semisimple part of K. Then
<p＼ZKxK'-*K, {z,k)^zk
is a Lie group homomorphism with kernel ZKr＼K'. Then (p°<p,V) is a repre-
sentation of the direct product Lie group ZKxK' on V. We note that
P"<P＼zk= P＼zk> P°9＼k'= p＼k'.
Because of irreducibilityof (p, V), (p°<p,V) is also irreducible. So there
are irreducible representations (pZK, VZr) of ZK and (pK',VK') of K' such that
(PzkRPk; VZKRVK,) = (p°<p,V),
where (pzk(B)Pk', VZk(&Vk-) denotes the exterior tensor product representation
of (pzK, VZk) and (pK,t VK>). By irreducibilityof (pZK, VZk), VZk is a one
dimensional space. Then the tensor product {pzKRP*K, VzKRV%K) is iso-
morphic to the trivialrepresentation. Q. E. D.
Corollary 3. Let G be a compact semisimple Lie group and K―T be a
maximal torus of G. Let (p, V) be an irreducible complex representation of T.
Then
End(Ep)^G/TxC,
%l(Ep)= G/Tx{0}.
In particular,
( 1, for p=Q
{ 0, for p^l,
/i°-*(8l(£,))=0,for p^O.
Proof. We note that any irreducible complex representation space of a
torus is one dimensional. From Lemma 1 it is easy to see that End(Ep) is
trivial. And also it is easy to see that Hodge numbers of End(Ep) and §l(Ep)
are as stated above (for example, bv means of Bott's generalized Borel-Weil
502
theorem ([3, Theorem IV7]).
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Q.E.D.
Next we consider the case of rank G~2. In this case the fundamental
system of roots 17 is {au a2}. And if G/K is a Kahler C-space then the
corresponding IIx as in section 2 is {aly a2], {at}, {a2} or <f>.Furthermore a
compact simple Lie group G is of type A2> B2, or G2 in this case. If G is of
classicaltype then corresponding Kahler C-spaces are
G/K=SU(3)/S(U(2)xU(l))=P2C if G=A2 and II1={a1},
G/K=SU(3)/S(Ua)xU(2))^P2C if G=A2 and II1={aa},
G/K=Sp(2)/(U(l)xSpa))=P3C if G = 52 and n1={a1},
G/K=SO(5)/(U(1)XSO(3))^Q3(C) if G=B2 and 77＼={a2}.
It is clear that the firstcase is isomorphic to the second one in the above. And
we note that if 771={a1, a2) then K―T is a maximal torus of G, i.e., it is the
case of Corollary 3. Also if 77=^ then K=G, i.e., G/K consists of a one
point {o}.
Thfin wp sfnfp fhp main fhpnrfm
Theorem 4. Let G be a compact simply connected simple Lie group with
rank G=2. Let 11= ＼au a2} be a fundamental system of roots relative to a
maximal torus T of G. We put ni={ai} {i―l, 2). We denote by K the analytic
subgroup of G with maximal rank which corresponds to II＼. Let {p, V) be an
irreducible complex representation of K with highest weight
jd=≪i/Gr1
+ n2'GJ'2,
where {wu -&2) is the system of fundamental weights. Then the Hodge number
h°-p(End(Ep))is as follows:
(1) If G ?s of tvte Ao and II,= ＼a*＼then
h°-*(End(Ep))
1,
1
2
0
,
(II) If G is of type B2 and IIt― {≪j}
if />=0
if p^2.
3
0
.
then
2] (2fc+3)(2fc+l)(2fc-l)
if p=0,
if />=1,
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(HI) If G is of type B2 and U1={a2} then
/z°-*(End(£,))
1,
^-S(2fc-l)(fc+2)(£-l),
0,
(IV) // G is of type G2 and II1={a1} then
/i°-*(End(£,))=
1
7
21
1
40
o,
S(2fc + l)(&+5)()fe+2)(fc-l)(fc-4),
k=5
(V) // G is of type G2 and nx―{a2} then
1, //£=0
2261, *//>=!
/i°-P(End(£o))=
*/ p=0,
If p=l,
if P^2.
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if P=0,
if p=l and nx―2,
if p ―1 and ni^3,
if p=2,
otherwise.
4
t S (21£-2)(18£-l)(13/2-l)(8£-l)(3&-l)£,
if p=2,
0, if p^3.
Theorem 5. Under the same assumptionof Theorem 4, the Hodge number
h°-p(Zt(E0))is equal to
( 0, if p=Q,
[h°-P(End(Ep)), if p^l,
for every cases ( I )~(V) in Theorem 4.
We shall prove these theorems in the next section. We state some con-
sequences of these results here. If h°-%%l(Ep))=h°-2(%i(Ep))=0,then we can
identify HOtl(G/K, End(Ep)) with the tangent space at the homogeneous struc-
tures of the moduli space of Ep ([6], [9] and [7, Chapter VI]). Then we get
the following corollary.
Corollary 6. Under the same assumption of theorems above, the dimension
of the moduli space of irreducible Einstein-Hermitian structures is as follows:
(I) If G is of type A2 and II＼= {a2} then
＼
S (2*+l)(fc+2)(fc-l).
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(II) If G is of type B2 and II1―{a1) then
4-S(2fc+3)(2fc
+ l)(2fc-l).
6 ft=i
(Ill) If G is of type B2 and II,.={a2} then
(2k-l){k+2){k-l).
(IV) // G is of type G2 and 17,= {aj then
0, for rii―O or 1
7, for nx=2,
21, for nx=3 or 4
(V) If G is of type G2 and 771={a2} then
f 0, for n2=0,
1
261, for ns=l.
Because of Theorem 5, we see that if G is of classical type, then
/i°-0(8l(£p))=/i0-2(3l(£,))=0. Moreover we note that if ZT1== {at} then rank£p
= nj+l in theorems and corollary above. Also under the same condition, we
note that the dimension of the moduli space of Ep depends only on nf. Then
we get Theorem 1 from Corollaries 3 and 6.
4. Proof of Theorems
In this sections, we prove Theorems 4 and 5. The two theorems 4 and 5
are proved at the same time. First we note equations (1) and (2) in §2. So
End(Ep) and $l(Ep) are defined by representations (p<g)p*, F0F*) and
(p$$P*, §KV))> respectively. Because of Lemma 2, p(g)p* is trivialon the center
of K. The semisimple part of K is of type Ax in these cases. Thus we can
apply the Ciebsch-Gordan theorem to the representation p&)p*. Therefore we
see that if ni={ai} and the highest weight of p is given by id=n1T3'+n2/Gj/,
then the highest weight which corresponds to each irreducible component of
(pRP*, End(V)) are given by
(4) ntat,(nt―l)at,(n<―2)au ■■･,at, 0.
Also under the same assumption the highest weight which corresponds to
each irreducible component of (p(£>P*>%KV)) are given by
(5) riiau(nt―l)(Xi,(nt―2)ait ･･･, 2a{, at.
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Let {pk, Vk) be the complex irreducible representation of K with highest weight
pk = kai and we put EPk = GxPkVk. Then (4) and (5) imply the following,
respectively:
(6) H°-*(G/K, End(Ep))=RH°'P(G/K, EPk),
(7) H°-p(G/K, §!(£,))= RH*-*(GfK,EPh)
Next we compute the cohomology one by one. We denote by 8 the half
of the sum of the positive roots, i.e.,
in these cases. And we denote by Sa the reflection with respect to ≪gA. We
use the tables of root systems in [4] for the following.
Case (I) In this case G is of type A2 and JI1={a2}. Then we see
8+pk=8+kaz
= -(k-l)'&1+(2k + l)'&2.
From this, we see that
regular if k^l,
singular if k ―l
in the sense of [31. Also we see that
f 0
the index of d+pk=<
1
if k=0,
if k*0, 1
By the way, we have
Sai(d+pk)^{k-l)vf1+{k+2)^2.
This implies that Sai(d-＼-pk)is contained in the fundamental Weyl chamber
We put
Xk=(k-2)'&1+(k + l)'&i
and Vxk denotes the complex irreducible representation space of G with highest
weight Xk. By means of Bott's generalized Borel-Weil theorem ([3, Theorem
IV']), we get
(8)
and
I 10},
for &2>1 and p―l,
for k^l and p^l,
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(9) H°-P(G/K,EPk) =
as complex G-spaces. We have
I 10}
for k
for k
0 and p=Q,
0 and p^l.
' C, for p=0,
H°-*(G/K, End(£,))=*.
§Vik,
for p = l,
{0}, for p^2,
from equations (6),(8) and (9) and
RV,k, for p = l,
H°-*(G/K, §!(£,))= fe=1
{0}, for p^l,
from equations (7), (8) and (9) as complex G-spaces. We can compute
h°-p(End(Ep)) and h°'p(%l(Ep))by Weyl's dimension formula for a complex
irreducible representation space. Then we obtain theorems in the case (I).
Case (II) In this case G is of type Bz and IIj,―{ar＼. Then we see
d+pk=8+ka2
=(2k + l)'&1-(2k-l)'&t.
From this, we see 8+pk is regular for any k. Also we see
( 0, for fc=0,
the index of d+pk=＼
1, for k=tO.
By the way, we have
Sa2(d+pk)=2'&1+(2k-l)'&i.
This implies that Sas(8+pK) is contained in the fundamental Weyl chamber.
In the same way as in the case (I), we get
H°'P(G/K, End(Ep)) =
C, for p=0,
RVXk, for p=l,
4= 1 K
{0}, for p^2,
RVXk, for p = l
H°'P(G/K, §!(£,)) = *=1
{0}, for p=f=＼
as complex G-spaces. Here
Xk=(2k-l)'&1 + (2k-2)'&2
and Vx is the irreducible complex representation space of G which corresponds
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to Xk. We get h°-p(End(Ep))and h°-p(8l(Ep))by Weyl's dimension formula as
before.
Case (III) In this case G is of type B2 and II!={<**}. Then we see
From this, we see
and
f regular,
d+pk is ＼
{ singular
f °
the index of 8-{-pk=i
By the way, we have
if k*l,
if 6 = 1.
for k=0,
for k*0, 1
SaAd+pk)=(k-l)'&1+3'&t
This implies that Sai(d+pk) is in the fundamental Weyl chamber. As before,
we get
H°'P(G/K, End(£,))=
H°'P(G/K, §l(£J)=
nz
■
Rv
k=＼
.
{0}
*k
for p=0,
for p=l,
for t^2,
'RVXk, for p=l
{0}, for pj=l
as complex G-spaces. Here
and Vxk is the irreduciblecomplex representation space of G which corresponds
to Xk. We get h°-p(End(Ep)) and h°'*(Zl(Ep))by Weyl's dimension formula as
before.
Case (IV) In this case G is of type G2 and II1―{al). Then we see
=(2fe + l)XD'1-(A;-l)t3'2.
From this, we see that
f regular, if k^l and 4,
d+pk is ^
I singular, if k = l or 4,
and
508
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the index of d+pk
By the way we have,
0
,
1
,
2
,
for k=0,
for k = l, 2, 3 or 4
for 6^5.
Saa(d+6k)=-(k-4:)'&1+(k-l)'&i
and
5ai°Sa2(a+io,)=(^-4)tD'1+3^2.
This implies that Sa2(d+pk) is contained in the fundamental
k=2, 3 and Sai°Sa2(d+pk) is contained in the fundamental
k>5. As before, we set
c,
{0}
H°-p(G/K, End(£p))^
H°-p(G/K, §!(£,))=
as complex G-spaces. Here
vit@vit
{0}
{0}
{0},
vit@vit
{0}
Weyl chamber if
Weyl chamber if
if p=Q,
if p=l and ^=0, 1,
if p=l and n1=2,
if p=l and ni^3,
if p=2,
if ^^3,
if p=0,
if />=1 and nx=0, 1,
if p=l and ?2i=2,
if p-l and M!^3,
if p=2,
if *^3
for k=2, 3,
for 6^5,
And Vxk is the irreducible complex representation space of G which corresponds
to Xk. We can compute h°'p(End(Ep)) and h°-p(.Sl(Ep))by Weyl's dimension
fnrmnin af?hpfnre.
Case (V) In this case G is of type G2 and TI1―{a2}. Then we see
d+pk=d+ka2
=:-(3k-l)vf1+(2k-＼-lW2.
From this, we see that
and
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( regular,
d+pk is ＼
[ singular
0
the index of d-＼-pk ― ' 1
2
if k^2,
if k=2.
for k=0,
for k = l,
for k>2.
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By the way, we have
Sai(d+j}k)=(3k-l)'&1+5k'&2.
This implies that Sai(d+pk) is contained in the fundamental Weyl chamber. As
before, we get
H°-p(G/K, End(£J) =
H°-p(G/K, U(EP)) =
{0}
712
{0},
k '
{0},
{0},
112
{0},
for p = Q,
for p = ＼and n2―0,
for p=＼ and n2^l,
for />=2,
for />^3,
for p=0,
for /)= 1 and n2=0,
for p―l and n2^l,
for p=2,
for />^3
as complex G-spaces. Here
and Vxk is the irreducible complex representation space of G which corresponds
to Ak. We can compute h°-p(End(Ep)) and h°-p(%i(Ep))by Weyl's dimension
formula as before.
Now we complete the proof of Theorems 4 and 5.
Remark. We only write the dimensions in the statement of Theorems and
Corollary, but we get the cohomology groups and the tangent spaces of moduli
spaces as the representation space of G. Indeed, we have determined the highest
weight of each irreducible component in the proof.
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